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Acrobatics (Acro)
Similar to the �oor skills of gymnastics, Acro is a high-energy performing art that focuses on strength, �exibility,
balance and partnering work (stunting). Basic tumbling includes backbends, cartwheels, handstands/headstands, 
rolls, walkovers, handsprings, aerial tricks and more.  TPAC is a certi�ed studio of Acrobatic Arts, a training 
program for teachers based on safe and e�ective progressions.
Ballet
Ballet at TPAC is fun and dynamic with a strong basis in technique.  We provide dancers with superior technical 
training in a challenging and encouraging atmosphere.  Ballet students will gain an appreciation for ballet etique�e as well as an introduction 
to French terminology.  Dancers will re�ne and enhance their technique in a rigorous class se�ing.  Ballet is the foundation of dance!
Contemporary
Contemporary utilizes a strong focus on ballet technique combined with one or more varieties of other styles.  �ese classes will encourage 
not only the development of technique, strength and �exibility but also of musicality, dynamics, stylization and emotional expression. 
Hip-Hop
Hip-Hop incorporates basic jazz technique and urban dance styles with an edge, danced to contemporary music.  Our Hip-Hop classes 
incorporate age-appropriate music and choreography with a �erce blend of a�itude and style. 
Jazz
Jazz has roots in Ballet, but is more energetic with quick footwork, leaps and turns. Jazz has in�uences from Broadway to African, Street to 
Contemporary.  Your TPAC Jazz class includes a warmup and stretching, center work, across-the-�oor progressions, and fun choreography! 
Leaps & Turns
�is technique class concentrates on the technical aspects of leaping, jumping and turning.  Dancers develop balance, strength, elevation and 
increased body alignment. Class is a highly recommended supplement to dance training. 
Lyrical 
Lyrical is the fusion of ballet and jazz dance techniques. It is expressive, simultaneously subtle and dynamic, and focused on conveying 
musicality and story telling. Choreography is commonly set to popular music with dramatic vocals / rich instrumentation expressing emotions. 
Modern
Modern has a classical ballet in�uence, in its purest technical sense, and the movement is generally very �uid and o�en weighted to the earth.
Pointe
Pointe is the advancement of ballet class to hard boxed pointe shoes. Advancement to Pointe depends greatly on a dancer’s muscular and 
skeletal development, ballet training, as well as dedication to practice.
Stretch, Flex & Tech / Stretch, Flex & Breathe
�is class is designed to build endurance and �exibility for the dedicated dancer.  “Tech” component includes exercises to increase balance and
strength. “Breathe” component includes relaxation exercises designed to help de-stress, revive, and bring balance to your day! 
Tap                     �eater Dance
Tap is one of the only forms of dance that 
incorporates sound!  Both traditional and 
contemporary tap techniques are taught
at TPAC!

Dance Classes

A technique-based class with an emphasis on 
learning choreography quickly and e�ectively.  
Designed to introduce students to all types of 
dance seen on Broadway from Jazz, Fosse, 
Ballet, and even 
Hip-Hop!
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